Our society is one of classifications and separations. When it comes to people, the dominant culture has struggled to make sure everyone fits into a specific category. Historically, non-whites have been defined by white culture according to their function in American society. 2 The Native American was categorized as a wild animal that could be tamed; the African American was categorized as a draft animal that could be harnessed and put to use. 3 While people are no longer classified by the dominant society as one animal or another, classifications persist in our society and, despite holding ourselves out to the rest of the world to be a "melting pot" of cultures and blind to racial differences, these rigid racial definitions persist. Particularly in the case of African Americans and Native Americans, these racial definitions have farreaching effects. But who gets to decide within which racial category an individual falls? How does that person decide who is a member of each racial category and, therefore, the recipient of both the positive and negative consequences that come with being Native American or African American? Is it even possible to determine who's who as far as racial categories are concerned?
This comment will explore these questions. It will explore how Native Americans and African Americans have typically been defined in our country.
Using very similar methods of characterization for the two groups -the amount of blood content from the particular group in question -society has reached divergent results as to what defines members of each particular class. A narrow definition of race is used with Native Americans, while a broad view is taken regarding African Americans. This comment will begin by addressing and explaining the traditional means by which these two groups have been defined. It will then explore the common threads between the seemingly polar means of classification. Next, it will explore the present effects these classifications have on each group. Finally, it will explore possible solutions to alleviating these discrepancies, while recognizing the strengths and weaknesses inherent with correcting any long-standing, widely-used method. 
II Exploring Traditional Means of Defining Native Americans

A. The Historical Perspective of Blood Quantum
The federal government has struggled with how to define who is a Native American. A common way of defining Native Americans has been by measuring blood quantum. Blood quantum first became important as a determinant of when an individual Indian would be allowed to alienate an allotment of land acquired under the Dawes Severalty Act.' Underlying the reasoning behind using blood quantum was the increasing number of whites and blacks who were claiming to be Native American in order to receive the benefits of federal land allotments. 6 This reasoning was accompanied by a belief that the less Native American blood an individual possessed, the whiter he was, the more sophisticated he was thought to be 7 , and therefore, the less federal protection he would need. Even in the early stage of utilizing blood quantum, Native Americans themselves were well aware that blood quantum determinations were made carelessly and often inaccurately due to the high degree of racial intermingling. 8 Blood quantum is affected not only by cross-racial intermingling, but also tribal intermingling.' Thus, a full-blood Native American becomes a half-blooded Native American if his parents are from different tribes, which makes blood quantum an even more peculiar and inexact measure of Native American identity.' 0 Despite the inexactitude of blood quantum as a measure of Native American identity, Congress began incorporating blood quantum requirements into legislation with the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 (IRA), also known as the Wheeler Howard Act. 1 With the passage of the IRA, Congress recognized that Native Americans in our country had been deprived of civic rights and powers and attempted to give Native American tribes a greater degree of selfgovernance, both politically and economically.
2 In order to achieve these goals, the IRA provided Native Americans with numerous benefits including land allotments, educational benefits, job preferences, vocational grants, and employment assistance.' 
B. The BIA's Role in Blood Quantum
Shortly after passing the IRA, Congress charged the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) with the task of developing a method by which to certify individuals who claimed to be half-blood Native American in order to gain the benefits of the IRA.' 4 The BIA based its determination on five factors: 1) tribal rolls; 2) testimony of the applicant; 3) affidavits from people familiar with the applicant; 4) findings of an anthropologist; and 5) testimony of the applicant that he has retained a "considerable measure of Native American culture and habits of living."' 5 Thus, circumstantial evidence, without any pure scientific proof, determined whether an applicant was Native American.' 6 The five factor formula proved somewhat unworkable. 8 In the early years, only persons capable of either establishing their Native American ancestry or exhibiting sufficient Native American physical characteristics to be equated with one-half or more degree Native American blood were told they were entitled to the benefits of the IRA. 9 In the five decades following the passage of the IRA, the BIA continued to struggle with developing an administrative procedure for determining blood quantum. Scott Keep, Assistant Solicitor of the Department of the Interior, recognized this struggle in a memorandum in which he stated, "[w]e strongly recommend that the Bureau establish, or more accurately re-establish, an administrative decision procedure to determine whether individuals claiming eligibility for the IRA benefits actually possess one-half degree Indian blood." 2 "
Despite numerous recommendations and acknowledgments that the BIA needed more accurate administrative procedures to measure blood quantum, the BIA's efforts at establishing such procedures lagged. 2 The efforts lagged so much that in 1986 the Department of Interior's Board of Indian Appeals reprimanded its own agency for its "hidden regulations" regarding how blood quantum was determined. 2 That same year, Morgan Underwood challenged a BIA decision that lowered his blood quantum from full-blood Chickasaw Indian to half-blood. 23 Eleven years prior, Mr. Underwood received a CDIB from the BIA certifying that he was full-blood Chickasaw Indian. 24 In 1983, he returned to the BIA in order to obtain a card-sized CDIB to replace his larger certificate. 25 The BIA revisited his blood quantum determination and found that it should be decreased to halfblood. 2 6 The BIA based this decision on the finding that his birth certificate may have been a forgery, which indicated that he was illegitimate absent a judicial of the Interior 2 (Sept. 22, 1936) [Vol. 31
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol31/iss1/3 determination of paternity. 27 The Board of Indian Appeals (Board) criticized the BIA for its obscure way of determining blood quantum. 2 " The Board particularly emphasized its concern that the procedures were never published and consequently, provided no notice to Indians of the methods by which CDIB determinations were made. 29 The Board reversed the decision of the BIA and ordered it to issue Mr. Underwood a card-sized CDIB stating that he was fullblood Chickasaw. 3 "
C. Present System for Determining Native American Identity
Despite rulings like the one in Mr. Underwood's case, the BIA has continued to proceed without formally publishing its certification procedures as required by the Administrative Procedures Act. 3 ' At present, how the BIA defines "Native American" for purposes of federal statutes still produces confusion. If blood quantum is to continue to be that measure, even more confusion will arise on how blood quantum is to be determined. Many Native Americans believe that blood quantum as a measure should be disposed of all together. 32 In March of 1999, Native Americans marched in protest over the use of blood quantum by tribes to determine membership. 33 The protesters insisted that the use of blood quantum by tribes worked to disenfranchise a number of mixed-blood Native American youths, and to exclude them from the benefits of scholarships and the right to receive housing and business loans.' 
III. Exploring Traditional Means of Defining African Americans
A. The History of the One Drop Rule
For centuries, the determination of who is an African American has been governed by the informal "one drop rule., 36 According to this adage, anyone with a known Black ancestor is considered an African American.
3 1 Thus, one drop of Black blood makes a person an African American."
More formally, the one drop rule is known as hypodescent. 39 The origins of hypodescent and the one drop rule can be traced to the early seventeenth century.' Race mixing, especially mixing between White men and Black women, has historically been disapproved of both socially and politically." A mulatto, the term given to an individual mixed of White and African decent, held a lower status than his white parent and as a result, White society excluded him and the Black race absorbed him. 42 Until 1665, however, his absorption was primarily informal, 43 an unspoken rule. That changed with the Virginia case of In re Mulatto." The case ofIn re Mulatto is the first known incident of a court legally treating a mulatto as Black. 45 The case involved a mulatto in Virginia who was deemed by the court to be a slave.' In a one sentence opinion, the 35 Defining mulattos as black served both psychological and economic importance. 4 The psychological importance resulted by excusing white fathers from social responsibility for their illegitimate children. 49 "If [the White father] could not restrain his sexual nature, he could at least reject its fruits and solace himself that he had done no harm." 5° The economic benefits of the one drop rule, in a time when slavery was at its peak, are obvious. Not only were the White fathers free from financially supporting their illegitimate offspring; but the plantation's inventory also conspicuously increased. 5 ' The offspring became the property of the slave's master thus creating a twisted incentive for continuing this illicit behavior. The Supreme Court, in 1896, embraced the one drop rule with its decision in Plessy v. Ferguson." The Court found Plessy to be colored for purposes of a state statute requiring the segregation of public train cars' despite the fact that he had only one-eighth African blood and his African heritage was not discernible in his physical characteristics. 5 5 The Plessy Court created the infamous "separate but equal" doctrine. 56 Once enacted by the Court, the doctrine was widely-used not only to exclude African Americans from mainstream society but also to stigmatize them. 57 The "separate but equal" doctrine became a tool to draw a line in the sand between African Americans and Whites. Society drew these dividing lines in public schools, libraries, restrooms, public accommodations, places of employment, and, most importantly, in the American conscious. 5 " Under this policy, anyone who had so much as one drop of black blood was effectively excluded from mainstream society. 
B. The One Drop Rule's Present Persistence
Though the "separate but equal" doctrine ended in 1954 with the Supreme Court's decision in Brown v. Board of Education, 9 the principle that put it in motion, the one drop rule, endures today. In 1990, Renee Tenison earned the title of being the first African American woman to become Playmate of the year, notwithstanding the fact that her mother is white.' In 1995, Chelsi Smith was crowned Miss USA and was misnomered the first African American to win the title. 6 ' Chelsi Smith publicly rejected the label of African American because of her desire to acknowledge her entire heritage which consisted of both African American and White. 62 Tiger Woods is probably the most famous example of the present persistence of the one drop rule. Tiger Woods is constantly looked upon by the media as the first great African American golfer; despite the fact that he is one-fourth Thai, one-fourth Chinese, one-eighth Native American, one-eighth White and one-fourth African American. 63 Today, there is widespread rejection of the one-drop rule by those confined to a category by its rigid application.
IV Exploring the Common Denominators
I'm left to defend one lonely drop of blood I might terminate iflget a nosebleed.
-Marie Annharte Baker, a writer of mixed Salteaux and Irish descent'
Despite the seemingly divergent means of identifying Native Americans as compared to African Americans, some commonalities exist. Some of the common denominators are the interests served to the dominant society, the fact that neither group initially had the opportunity to decide how they would be defined, the obvious emphasis placed on biology and genetics, and the exclusion of the dominant society from its own methods of defining itself.
As this comment will show in the following sections, these definitions have the common theme of working in such a way as to benefit the majority. Whether the benefit is economic -as with Native Americans -or social -59. 347 U.S. 483 (1954 as with African Americans, the classifications all act to the benefit of the majority. Using blood quantum in the case of Native Americans means the number of "recognized" Native Americans is reduced. As the number of recognized Native Americans is reduced, so is the responsibility of the federal government. 65 Using the one drop rule in the case of African Americans had the initial benefit of increasing the slave masters' inventory, as discussed above, and the continued benefit of exclusion from society which allows the dominant society to maintain their dominance.
Further apparent in the system of classifications, is that neither class had the opportunity to choose their own method of defining themselves. The dominant society made these determinations for them at some point in history. In a society where the dominant class decides how the minority classes will be defined, is it any surprise that the classifications would act to benefit the drafters?
Biology and genetics are noticeably emphasized in the methods of defining both Native Americans and African Americans. This emphasis comes from the ease, at least initially, with which the dominant society could place a certain individual into a less desirable category or another based on physical characteristics. During the early years of determining whether an individual was White, Native American, or African American, stereotypical physical features dominated the determination. 66 If a person appeared physically to be of Native American descent or had some features that were typical in persons of African descent, he or she was placed into that category without further review. These imprecise assessments of race allowed the dominant society almost limitless discretion in its determination of who fit into which of their defined categories.
The final common denominator between the classifications is the complete exemption given to Whites. Mixing of two Whites, no matter how diverse their European backgrounds, has never been called a "mixture". To the contrary, Whites are permitted to mix as much as they want with no effect on their racial classification or the status of their offspring. 67 Inter-marriage between White settlers of different European decent was actually encouraged as America held itself to be a "melting pot" of cultures leaving behind "ancient prejudices" and melting into a new race of men. 6 The effect of traditional definitions of Native Americans and African Americans is not just a matter of this country's past. The effects are not confined to the history books as a matter to look back on with shameful reflection. On the contrary, the effects of these traditional definitions persist today with both Native Americans and with African Americans. The focal point of the present effects of the use of blood quantum in defining Native Americans is dispossession. The traditional methods of classification have worked to dispossess Native Americans of their land and resources and also to dispossess them of the rights "guaranteed" them by the United States' government. The present effects on African Americans are primarily social. The traditional definitions have resulted in a persisting exclusion from society at large, a robbing of culture, as well as creating tension among African Americans.
A. The Dispossession of Native Americans
The traditional method of defining Native Americans has resulted in a systematic dispossession of Native American lands and resources, as well as a dispossession of the rights otherwise guaranteed them by the federal government. For placed the mineral interest for these lands in trust for the benefit and use of the Osage Tribe. 72 The Act further provided that all funds due to the Osage Tribe would be credited to individual members of the Tribe on the basis of a pro rata division among the members or their heirs. 73 This pro rata interest in the fund came to be known as a headright. 74 A headright consists of the right to receive, at the end of a specified trust period, funds arising largely from the mineral income, and the right to participate, during the specified trust period, in the distribution of bonuses and royalties arising from the mineral estate plus accrued interest on the trust fund." The 1906 Act provided that Osage Indians could not alienate their headright interest. 76 The 1906 Act did, however, allow for the passage of headrights by intestate succession.
7 7 In 1925, Congress restricted the inheritance of headrights by non-Indians where the decedent owning the headright was one-half or more Osage Indian blood. 78 While this seems on the surface to be Congress' attempt to protect the interest of the Osage Indians and ensure that the headrights stay within the Tribe, this act failed to do so for two reasons. First, as previously mentioned, because of tribal as well as racial intermingling, 79 it is likely that few members of the Osage Tribe are one-half degree or more Osage blood, so the group of Osage Indians "protected" by the restriction is rather small. Second, although the 1925 amendment restricted the inheritance of headrights, Congress allowed an Osage Indian to dispose of a headright by will." Thus, as a result of succession to headrights by inheritance and devise by will, most persons of Osage ancestry own no headrights and earn no tribal income. 8 In addition to dispossessing Native Americans of their land and resources, traditional definitions based on blood quantum have also worked to deprive them of the rights guaranteed them by the federal government. One such example is found in the federal government's hiring preference. The IRA accords employment preference for qualified Indians for positions with the BIA by providing,
[t]he Secretary of the Interior is directed to establish standards of health, age, character, experience, knowledge, and ability for Indians who may be appointed, without regard to civil service laws, to the various positions maintained, now or hereafter, by the Indian Office, in the administration of functions or services affecting any Indian tribe. Such qualified Indians shall hereafter have the preference to appointment to vacancies in any such positions. 8 2 Congress' stated reason for passing the Act and the employment preference was to rectify the fact that Native Americans had been long deprived of the opportunity to enter the more important positions in the service of the very bureau which manages their affairs. 8 3 The eligibility criteria for the hiring preference is defined in the BIA manual as "an individual [who is] one-fourth or more degree Indian blood and [is] a member of a federally-recognized tribe." ' This effort by Congress to accord a hiring preference, but only to those Native Americans who meet its strict requirements, is somewhat disingenuous based on the few numbers of Native Americans who meet the blood quantum requirement.
"Based on current patterns of intermarriage, only eight percent of the American Indian population during the next century will have a blood quantum of one-half or more." 8 5 Accordingly, the proportion of the Native American population with less than one-fourth blood quantum will increase to about sixty percent. 8 6 Therefore, over sixty percent of the Native American population will be estopped from receiving the benefit of the hiring preference under the BIA requirements.
B. The Social Exclusion of African Americans
The continued use of the one drop rule has resulted in a continued exclusion of African Americans from society in general, as well as robbing and distorting African American culture. African Americans have been traditionally stigmatized in American society. Being labeled "Black" or [Vol. 31 https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/ailr/vol31/iss1/3 "African American" has historically meant being a member of a class of people who were deemed secondary. One need only look back a few years into this nation's history, to the Jim Crow era to see the quintessential example of stigmatization and exclusion of African Americans from white society. s7 Jim Crow laws, accompanied by the separate but equal policy, were designed to legally shut out African Americans from mainstream society." 8 Though the days of Jim Crow laws and separate but equal are gone, the remnants of this part of our history remain and African Americans continue to experience racism and discrimination by society.
The one drop rule has also resulted in intra-racial prejudice between African Americans and their mixed-blood counterparts.
8 9 This phenomenon, known as colorism, has existed at least since the existence of the first mulatto slaves. 9 " Slave owners would choose the light-skinned mulatto slaves, often their own offspring, to perform the more high status household jobs such as housekeeper, driver, and cook.
9
" The slave owners believed the darkerskinned slaves were better suited to withstand the heat and toil of the demanding fieldwork and were left to plow, harvest and plant the crop. 92 The lightskinned slaves soon began to imitate the ways of upper-class white families creating friction among the slave community. 93 Additionally, lightskinned women, with their exotic yet European features, were worth more when sold, and thus, were more valued by the slave owners.' As a result of this early division, many African Americans have a present fixation about color and features that often leads African Americans to discriminate against each other.
95 Within the African American community, color has become a symbol of class, intelligence and beauty. 96 Therefore, the light-skinned African American is revered by both White and African American society. 97 Though movements to relax the lines ofcolorism in African American society have formed, intra-racial prejudice still persists. 
VI. Exploring the Possible Solutions
What is the solution to this problem of defining who's who? How do we alleviate the discrepancies in the means of classification? Scholars have posed a number of possibilities including self-identification, disposing of racial classifications completely, and using a strictly biological definition.
A. Self-Identification
The concept of self-identification as a means of defining race is similar to the census model of defining race. According to one scholar, selfidentification for Native Americans could occur on either an individual or a tribal level. 98 The concept of self-identification would eliminate the use of blood quantum altogether and is free from government assumptions about what it means to be a Native American and allows Native Americans to do their own defining. 9 9 Self-identification would allow for considerable variation among individuals defined as Native American which would reflect the tremendous variations present among Native Americans and embrace the different notions of what it means to be a Native American. I 00
A system of self-identification, however, has obvious drawbacks. Such a process would make Native American status a purely racial category.' ' This would undermine the political grounding for the government's special treatment of Native Americans." 2 This special treatment is based on the concept that Native American status is not a racial classification but rather a political one. 0 3 Even if the political grounding was not shattered, the current system would become unworkable. The number of people who would selfidentify as Native American would no doubt sky rocket, therefore increasing the number of people who would seek federal benefits."° This may be a bold step and one that would be met with some opposition. It may be one, however, that needs to be taken and is ready to be taken. The Indian Arts and Crafts Enforcement Act of 2000, enacted in 1990 by President George Bush, Sr., and amended in 2000, has taken an experimental and tentative step toward self-identification."'0 The Act defines "Indian" as "any individual who is a member of an Indian tribe; or... is certified as an Indian artisan by an Indian tribe."'" 6 The Act defines an "Indian tribe" as not only those who are federally recognized, but also as "any Indian group that has been formally recognized as an Indian tribe by a State legislature or by a State commission or similar organization legislatively vested with State tribal recognition authority."' 0 7 Though the Act leaves some questions unanswered, such as whether state-recognized tribes should be put on the same footing as federally-recognized tribes, it is an example of how self-identification might work.
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Self-identification for African Americans is based on the assumption that the most significant factor in racial identity is self-identification. One scholar who supports self-identification is Kwame Anthony Appiah.' 0 8 Appiah uses the life of W.E.B. DuBois, an African American with Dutch ancestry, as an example of how racial identity is something that can be chosen.'" In Appiah's opinion, DuBois chose to identify himself as African American, rather than Dutch, and for this reason, history recognizes DuBois to be African American." 0 This logic has several flaws; the most obvious is that in society today, how one identifies himself matters less than how society identifies that person. As much as an individual may wish to identify himself with a particular race, this desire takes a backseat to the will of society. This is evident in the cases of famous persons such as Tiger Woods, Chelsi Smith, and Renee Tenison previously discussed. Despite their desire to be recognized as biracial or at least to acknowledge all of their ancestries, society persists in placing them in the African American category. If selfidentification is to work in the case of African Americans, society at large must first decide to accept the change. Until this happens, the concept of selfidentification will be nothing more than semantics. will no longer be needed. Unfortunately, we do not yet live in this perfect world. While this solution might be a plausible one, it is one that would take time to see any positive effects, and in the meantime, the results might actually be quite negative as human nature would be left to its own devices.
C. Strictly Biological Definitions
Another proposed solution to the inconsistent standards in defining race is to use strictly biological definitions across in a uniform manner.
Few Native Americans support the strict use of blood quantum as a measure of Native American heritage, but, instead desire to see that people who label themselves Native American be able to somehow trace their Native American ancestry.' 18 Supporters of blood quantum use want to see consistency in its application." 9 The use of a strictly biological definition in the case of African Americans could cause two different results. It could mean the creation of an official multiracial category or it could further narrow the majoritarian classification system. The implementation of a broad multiracial category has much support. 2 0 A multiracial category would encompass persons who are mixed with two or more sources of ancestry. 2 ' Such a category would allow persons to recognize and embrace all aspects of their heritage, something that the one drop rule does not allow. A multiracial category does, however, have certain drawbacks, such as its tendency towards "racial purity." The proposed new category could serve as a means of fettering out those that are "pure" African American, Hispanic, Asian, etc., and serve as yet another means to exclude those who do not meet the standard of pure, lumping them into the category of multiracial.' 22 While this option could work, in conjunction with a selfidentification theory, for those who truly wish to embrace their full heritage, it risks becoming yet another method of excluding and stigmatizing people.
The second option of creating a narrow classification system, would involve tracing one's lineage and counting one's ancestors. 23 A person with a majority of White ancestors would be White, while a person with a majority of African American ancestors would be African American. A system of
